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Token Overview
With a limited supply of only BITX tokens, this is the most
exclusive Waves token available anywhere in the world.
BITX is proud to be an Waves token, based on the Waves
network. The Waves standard makes tokens easily
interchangeable. By following the Waves protocol, BITX can be
stored and secured in many different wallets, such as
waveswallet.com, and others.
Limited supply. In fact, many cryptocurrencies have an
unlimited supply.
Most cryptocurrencies have a problem with centralized ownership, where the majority of tokens are
owned by a small group of people. While people often point to Bitcoin when this issue comes up, the most
obvious example is another coin which have unlimited supply. This company may choose to sell its supply
which could crash the coin price at market. BITX was specifically structured in a way to avoid centralized
ownership. At creation, all tokens will be available for sale except for 1,000,000 tokens which are held for
offering costs. United States of America and Singapore citizen or citizen in which country you are
prohibited involving in cryptocurrency strictly prohibited from having/buying this token in all channel.
Token Details
Properties and Securities
This token is property. Similar to any other property people may purchase (such as jewelry, art or
collectible cards), it’s value may increase or decrease based on supply and demand. BITX is not a Security.
The tokens referred to were used to raise funds for business purposes. Because of this, we want to be
very clear - BITX is not a security. Purchasers of this token are not entitled to ownership of a business.
Purchasers will not receive any income or dividends in the future.
Legal Disclaimers
By purchasing BITX you guarantee that you've read this statement and understand what it means: This is
not an offer or solicitation to sell securities. By purchasing BITX you're agreeing that: • We are not acting
as your broker, intermediary, agent, or advisor in any fiduciary capacity. • No communication from BITX
nor information BITX provides will be considered or construed as advice. • Nothing in the information,
documentation, or terms BITX provides state that this is an offer or solicitation to sell securities. This is
not an offer or solicitation to sell securities. • Do not use any information provided to make investment
decisions. • This offer and these terms do not and should not be considered in any way to offer for sale,
subscription, nor any type of invitation to offer to buy or sell or subscribe for any securities. • BITX denies
responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage resulting from any reliance on or use of any
information contained on this website or posted anywhere else by BITX.
• BITX cannot and is not acting as a financial advisor. • BITX cannot and is not acting as a legal advisor. •
BITX cannot and is not acting as an investment advisor. • BITX cannot and is not acting as an insurance

advisor. • BITX cannot and is not acting as a tax advisor. • BITX cannot and is not acting as an accounting
advisor. • BITX cannot and is not acting as any type of advisor with a legal obligation. The information
provided by BITX is made available solely for general information purposes. By purchasing BITX you
guarantee that you've read this statement repeatedly and understand what it means: "This is not an offer
or solicitation to sell securities."
There is no business behind BITX. There is no business that owns BITX. BITX is not a note, stock, treasury
stock, security future, security-based swap, bond, debenture, evidence of indebtedness, certificate of
interest, or participation in any profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust certificate, preorganization
certificate or subscription, transferable share, investment contract, voting-trust certificate, certificate of
deposit for a security, fractional undivided interest in oil, gas, or other mineral rights, any put, call,
straddle, option, or privilege on any security, certificate of deposit, or group or index of securities
(including any interest therein or based on the value thereof), or any put, call, straddle, option, or privilege
entered into on a national securities exchange relating to foreign currency, or, in general, any interest or
instrument commonly known as a ‘‘security’’, or any certificate of interest or participation in, temporary
or interim certificate for, receipt for, guarantee of, or warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase, any of
the foregoing. It is a token created for entertainment and academic research. This White Paper is for
information purposes only.
BITX does not guarantee the accuracy of or the conclusions reached in this white paper, and this white
paper is provided “as is”. BITX does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and warranties,
express, implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not limited to: (i) warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or noninfringement; (ii) that the
contents of this white paper are free from error; and (iii) that such contents will not infringe third-party
rights. BITX and its affiliates shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising out of the use, reference
to, or reliance on this white paper or any of the content contained herein, even if advised of the possibility
of such damages. In no event will BITX or its affiliates will be not liable to any person or entity for any
damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential,
compensatory, incidental, actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or reliance
on this white paper or any of the content contained herein, including, without limitation, any loss of
business, revenues, profits, data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses.

